CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The result of the movie discussion is described in this chapter by concluding what the writer has found on previous analysis and also giving suggestion about arrange literary research, particulary the elements of the movie analysis for the readers and the next researchers.

4.1. Conclusion

Referring to the previous analysis, it can be concluded that there are four characteristic of the main character’s persistency along the story which are shown into four scenes, they are passion in being dying to death and protect the people, self-discipline to get better by himself from his dying when the Young Bridger and Fitzgerald left him alone at the forest, adaptable when the main character adapted in some circumstance he faced such as heavy snow weather, and the last characteristic is duration when Glass as the main character tries to keep exist from all obstacles he got, starts from he is attacked by a grizzly bear at the forest.

The next conclusion is concerned to the impacts of the main character’s persistency. After doing the analysis, it can be found that there are also four scenes to show impacts of being persistent, they are moral responsibility, credibility, stubbornness and facing failure. Each impact is represented by one supporting scene with the brief explanation.

4.2. Suggestion

The Revenant movie is contain of some violence and also brutal action such as killing, shooting, and fighting. This movie is also show so many bloods fall down from
people who killed by others. Therefore, it is not the movie which appropriated to be watched for children and early teenagers.

The writer’s suggestion for the next researchers who want to arrange the similar literary analysis. They must be previously collecting the data needed in analyzing the subject and preparing some steps, such as watching movie repeatedly, finding the supporting materials from many sources, observing the movie detail, such as a scene, characters, dialogue, duration, and also its moral message to get an accurate data.

Meanwhile, the writer’s suggestion for the general readers is the readers should have basic knowledges especially about the literature because there are many literary terms used through the discussion that must be understood by the readers before exploring the analysis of this paper. Finally, the writer hopes that this paper can be a good reference for the next researchers.